Variability Identification by Selective Targeting of Significant Nodes
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Abstract—The automotive industry is characterized by numerous product variants, often driven by embedded software. With ever increasing complexity of embedded software, the electrical/electronic models in automotive applications are getting enormously unmanageable. Significant concepts for modeling and management of variability in the software architecture are under development. Models are hugely hierarchical in nature with numerous composite components deeply embedded within projects comprising of Simulink models, implementations in legacy C, and other formats. Hence, it is often necessary to define a mechanism to identify reusable components from these that are embedded deep within. The proposed approach is selectively targeting the component-feature model (CF) instead of an inclusive search to improve the identification. We explore the components and their features from a predefined component node list and the features node vector respectively. It addresses the issues to identify commonality in identification, specification and realization of variants within a product development. Since the approach does not depend on the depth of the components or on its order, it serves well with all the scenarios, thereby exhibiting a generic nature. The results obtained are faster and more accurate compared to other methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems are microcontroller-based systems built into technical equipment mainly designed for a dedicated purpose, where communication with the outside world occurs via sensors and actuators [1]. Although this definition implies that embedded systems are used as isolated units, there is also a trend to construct distributed pervasive systems by connecting several embedded devices, as noted by Tanenbaum and van Steen [2].

The current development trend in automotive software is to map software components on networked Electronic Control Units (ECU), which includes the shift from an ECU based approach to a function based approach. Also, according to data presented by Ebert and Jones, up to 70 electronic units are used in a car containing embedded software consisting of more than 100 million lines of object code, which is mainly responsible for the value creation of the car.

Variants of embedded software functions are vital in customizing for different regions (Europe, Asia, etc.), to meet regulations of the respective regions. Also different sensors / actuators, different device drivers, and distribution of functionality on different ECUs necessitate variants. Managing variability involves extremely complex and challenging tasks, which must be supported by effective methods, techniques, and tools [3].

Ebert and Jones present recent data about embedded software in [4], stating that the volume of embedded software is increasing between 10 and 20 percent per year as a consequence of the increasing automation of devices and their application in real world scenarios.

The proposed strategy is to introduce a variability identification layer. It intends to facilitate a reusable software solution. We start by analyzing the textual representation of the model structure. Based on this we form a concept to extract an element list to facilitate the identification of variability. Both implementation and evaluation of the proposed strategy is based on a technically advanced adaptation of a formal mathematical model, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

II. SOFTWARE REUSE

In the 1960s, reuse of software started with subroutines, followed by modules in the 1970s and objects in the 1980s. About 1990 components appeared, followed by services at about 2000. Currently, Software Product Lines (SPL) are state of the art in the reuse of software.

Figure 1 shows a short history of the usage of reuse in software development. The key idea of Product Lines is very old; it is based on Henry Ford’s mass customization to provide a effective way for cheap individual cars. Today,
many different approaches exist to the implementation of Software Product Lines.

A SPL is a set of software-intensive systems that share a common set of features for satisfying a particular market segment’s needs. SPL can reduce development costs, shorten time-to-market, and improve product quality by reusing core assets for project-specific customizations [3][5].

Despite of all the hype, there is a lack of an overall reasoning about variability management.

The SPL approach promotes the generation of specific products from a set of core assets, domains in which products have well defined communalities and variation points[6].

Although variability management is recognized as an important issue for the success of SPLs, there are not many solutions available [7]. However, there are currently no commonly accepted approaches that deal with variability holistically at architectural level [8].

III. VARIABILITY MANAGEMENT

One of the fundamental activity in Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) is Variability management (VM). Throughout the SPL life cycle, VM explicitly represents variations of software artifacts, managing dependencies among variants and supporting their instantiations [3].

To enable reuse on a large scale, SPLE identifies and manages commonalities and variations across a set of system artifacts such as requirements, architectures, code components, and test cases. As seen in the Product Line Hall of Fame [9], many companies have adopted this development approach.

SPLE as depicted in Figure 2 can be categorized into domain engineering and application engineering [10][11]. Domain engineering involves design, analysis and implementation of core objects, whereas application engineering is reusing these objects for product development.

Activities on the variant management process involves variability identification, variability specification and variability realization [12].

- The Variability Identification Process will incorporate feature extraction and feature modeling.
- The Variability Specification Process is to derive a pattern.
- The Variability Realization Process is a mechanism to allow variability.

IV. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Figure 3 depicts a layered software architecture that is considered in the proposed architecture. It shows a comparison of distributed systems and platform with the proposed layered architecture and the feasibility of mapping the corresponding artifacts and responsibilities for each layer.

The definition of software architecture given in the ISO/IEC 42010 IEEE Std 1471-2000: “The fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other, and to the environment, and the principles guiding its design and evolution [13].”

In the middle illustrates a distributed system. Tanenbaum and van Steen define distributed systems as “A distributed system is a collection of independent computers that appears to its users as a single coherent system [2].”

Similarly to the right side is depicted a typical platform as specified by Atkinson and Kühner in Model Driven Architectures (MDA) [14].

V. SPECIFICATION OF THE CASES

To enable identification of variability for software components in a distributed system within the automotive domain [15][16], we enlist the specifications below:

- Specification of components by compatibility
  The product is tested using software functions of a certain variant and version. These products may exhibit compatibility issues between functional blocks, whilst
using later version of the function may fail to perform as expected.

- **Extract, identify, and specify features**
  To enable parallel development, it is necessary to be able to extract features, and to identify and specify the functional blocks in the repository based on architecture and functionality.

- **Usability and prevention of inconsistencies**
  A process that tracks usability and prevents inconsistencies due to deprecate variants and versions in the repository is required.

- **Testing mechanism for validations**
  A testing mechanism for validations in order to maintain high quality for components and its variants has to be established.

- **Mechanism for simplified assistance**
  The developer has to be assisted by a process to intelligently determine whether a functional block or its variant should exist in the data backbone to avoid redesign of existing functions, thereby improving productivity.

VI. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR VARIABILITY IDENTIFICATION

Models confirming to numerous tools like ESCAPE®, EAST-ADL®, UML®, SysML® specifications and AUTOSAR® were considered. Although this concept is not limited to automotive domain alone.

A. Project analysis

An analysis of the models exhibits a common architecture. Figure 4 depicts the textual representation that underlies several graphical model. The textual representation usually is given in XML, which strictly validates to a schema. A heterogeneous modeling environment may consist of numerous design tools, each with its own unique schema, to offer integrity and avoid inconsistencies. Developed projects have to be strictly validated to the schemas of these tools.

A closure examination of the nodes in the textual representation of models depicted in Figure 5 reveals some interesting information. The nodes outlined in rectangles provide important information regarding the identity, specification, physical attributes, etc. of a component, but are insignificant from the perspective of variant.

B. Concept and approach

The basic concept to identify variability is depicted in Figure 6.

The left side is a set of projects that have software components hierarchically embedded. These projects validate to the corresponding schemas. The middle layer is an identification layer with three functional blocks. A set of component lists is derived from the node list in the schema. Similarly a feature vector is derived from it that corresponds to components.

The second block is a customized parser that generates a relevant lexicon from the set of software components within a project. The third block is a set of rules (viz., mandatory, optional, exclude) to govern the identification of variability.

The basic concept can be extended to obtain a working model for the identification of variants. The work flow is depicted in Figure 7. The top layer here represents the domain or core assets. The middle layer is a semi-automatic identification layer for variants. A component list and a
A feature vector is derived manually from the schema of the project; a collection of elements that represent components and their descriptive features that significantly contribute to the identification of the component’s variant.

The workflow can be further extended to adapt a heterogeneous environment which consists of projects developed using several modeling and simulation tools. The identification layer is separated into two parts. Numerous component lists and feature vectors can be derived for each distinct schema as depicted in Figure 8, whereas a common lexicon and common rules govern the identification process.

C. Evaluation

A prototype of the architecture presented here has been implemented. These case studies targeted the design of model-based software components firstly in an industrial use case where the project model was developed using the design tool ESCAPE® [17], and secondly in a case study targeting the execution of specific paradigms based on the naming convention of AUTOSAR® [18].

The specific project data set depicted in Figure 9, which was used to verify the implementation, consisted of a total of 32909 elements. Of these elements, a total of 1583 elements signify components, these were categorized into 23 categories when enlisted in the component list. A total of 13353 elements signify features that were assigned into 12 categories.

![Figure 6. Basic Concept.](image)

![Figure 7. Work flow of the identification process.](image)

![Figure 8. Work flow of the identification process for heterogeneous systems.](image)

![Figure 9. Dataset summary of project using ESCAPE design tool.](image)
Three different approaches were adopted to evaluate and determine the performance with respect to matches and time.

- **Evaluation using a single element specification set**
  The first experiment was conducted on a single element specification set. A group of ten sets formed the input to determine the result set in both comprehensive (global) search and selective search as illustrated in Figure 10. The notion of comprehensive search is used, when scanning all occurrences of the specification set within projects, irrespective of whether they are components or features of those components. This can return a result set that contains false matches.

  Figure 10. Occurrence graph for a single element specification set.

  Figure 11. Time graph for a single element specification set.

  The pattern of the results displayed similar behavior.

  **Observations**
  - The comprehensive search yields a result set that contains every occurrence of the specification set, even if these nodes do not characterize a component.
  - The nodes representing components yield a result set which is somewhat realistic, though these do not epitomize the complete set desired. This is often observed when the component nodes do not match, but their features collectively match the specification set.
  - These nodes along with the feature set yield a more elaborate result set. A match contained by any node in a set of features would result in representing the component to which it belongs.

  Figure 11 depicts the time taken to obtain the specification set illustrated in Figure 10. The time graph depicts the aggregate time required for global and selective search for a set of ten specification sets.

  **Observations**
  - It is evident from these figures that the time required for comprehensive search exceeds the selective search - which is the method proposed in this article - by almost a factor of 5; this may be a dominant factor for large specification sets.

- **Evaluation using multiple element specification set**
  The second experiment was conducted using one up to seven element specification sets as a group illustrated in Figure 12.

  Figure 12. Occurrence graph for multiple element specification sets.

  **Observations**
  - The comprehensive search often yielded large result sets, as it searches in individual nodes that are treated as atomic.
  - The exhibited behavior is similar to the varying size of the specification set. As observed in Figure 12, the selective component-feature search result set demonstrates a value when the size of specification set exceeds 3, because in this case the matches take place across the boundary of the feature within the component. On the other hand the other methods return null result set as the search is only within the boundary of the element.
  - For any given size of specification set, the selective component-feature search returns a much smaller result set and is more precise.
  - Convergence is optimal with a specification set of size 3. If the size of the specification is too large the result may be null for both methods as shown in Figure 12.

- **Evaluation using different starting points for elements in specification sets**
The third experiment was conducted searching for elements within specification sets using different starting points. Figure 13 depicts the result sets in comprehensive search and selective search.

To determine the effect of different starting points, a multiple-element specification set was used, where the orders of the elements were changed to obtain five sets. The result set for this exhibits the same pattern as the two experiments above.

VII. Conclusion

Managing variants is of utmost importance in today's large software bases as they reflect legal constraints, marketing decisions, and development cycles. As these software bases often grew from different sources and were developed by different teams using different tools it is in many cases very complicated if not nearly impossible to find artefacts that might be variants, both for historical reasons as for development purposes.

Searching algorithms have to reflect both the capability to match keywords and to reflect the structure that characterizes a component. Our proposed method is capable of both aspects and therefore helps the developer to find matches even in large and heterogeneous databases. In addition to that not only the required time for the search is a lot shorter, but also accuracy of the retrieved set of candidates is highly improved.

The developed prototype is itself independent of a specific tool as it works on textual descriptions that typically are available in XML.
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